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Citizens Project formed in Colorado Springs in 1992 to counter
the growing influence of extremists in the Pikes Peak region,
primarily in public schools. The organization set out to provide a
counter-voice to this influence by promoting pluralism, religious
liberties and the separation of church and state.
Soon after its inception, Citizens Project took a strong stand
against Amendment 2, an anti-gay ballot initiative, and
experienced a groundswell of support from those who found a
voice in the organization.
Since then, Citizens Project has pursued a two-pronged strategy:
on the one hand exposing extremism, while on the other
promoting inclusion and respect for diversity. For example, we
have worked to expose religious exclusion in public schools and
develop a dialogue program to promote understanding among
people with differing views.
Today, Citizens Project is a volunteer-driven organization with a
small professional staff and over a thousand donors and
activists. In this community, which some on the far right have
labeled the “Gettysburg of the civil war of values,” we are proud
to be advocates of equality, diversity and pluralism.
______________
Citizens Project carries on a long tradition of fighting for these
values. This photo of demonstrators in front of Colorado Springs
City Hall illustrates the deep rooted history of this spirit in our
community.

This book takes a look back at the people and events that have
made Citizens Project a force for change in Colorado Springs.
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“

One of the most disturbing
things is that there didn’t
seem to be a voice of opposition.
-Amy Divine

”

● Citizens Project was founded by Amy Divine and Doug Triggs. About its beginning Amy
writes, “The seed of Citizens Project began one morning over bagels and The Gazette at
our kitchen table. Amendment 2 was on the horizon, at that point without organized
opposition. And we had just read that the Pagan speaker on a diversity panel had been
uninvited after a local radio program had received eight complaining calls. I thought, ‘If we
can generate some calls in response, maybe another view can be heard.’ The idea for
Citizens Project was born.” With the help of Richard Skorman they created a small group
of dedicated volunteers to get things started. On the same morning that a Gazette article
described the tiny organization (July 4, 1992), the calls began to flood in. Amy and Doug
took hundreds of calls that weekend, and that was the real birth of Citizens Project.

● Doug Triggs serves as
editor for Freedom Watch
off and on for several years.

1992

Amy Divine. Photograph by Mary Kelley in the Colorado
Springs Gazette Telegraph on February 14, 1993

● In November 1992, with a 53 percent majority, Colorado voters approved the
notorious Amendment 2. This measure, written by religious fundamentalists in
Colorado Springs, would have amended the Colorado constitution by making it
illegal for governments to prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation.
Citizens Project became the vehicle for the community voice to promote the
values of inclusion, diversity and tolerance.
● Mailing list hits 1,500 and Citizens
Project distributes 4,000 copies of
Freedom Watch newsletter.
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“

In between the midnight interviews and the 9 a.m newsletterassembling parties, one thing is clear: Citizens Project, a
privately funded group formed nine months ago to monitor conservative
religious groups in Colorado Springs, has taken on a life of its own. It has
touched a nerve in this city, polarized since the passage of Amendment 2.
Some believe “Celebrate Diversity” is just the latest in a long line of politically
correct bumper stickers. But for the 5,000 people on Citizens Project’s mailing
list, it’s a way to promote tolerance in a city wracked
by ill-feeling, distrust, and widely publicized boycotts.
–D’Arcy Fallon, Gazette Telegraph Feb 14, 1993
● Citizens Project publishes its first Candidate Survey, featuring Colorado Springs City
Council candidates. Since then, Citizens Project has distributed candidate surveys in every
local election, establishing itself as an indispensable resource for civic engagement.

”

● Fine Arts Center general meeting – This nearly mythic meeting attracted between 400-800
(reports varied) residents, who supported tolerance, diversity and equality in our community. At
subsequent meetings attendees broke into neighborhood groups, establishing the foundation for
Citizens Project’s broad citizen activist network for years to come. Members monitored local
schools and other community institutions to guard against attacks on diversity, tolerance and help
safeguard the traditional values of pluralism.
● Citizens Project developed its first Mission and Vision statements: “Our vision is to create a
community working beyond ignorance and prejudice where differences are respected,
individual rights protected, and diversity is celebrated. Our mission is to uphold the ‘traditional
American values of pluralism, freedom of religion and separation of church and state.”
● Citizens Project expanded to over 6,000 participants and moved from
cramped basement to downtown offices. Changed from part-time operation
to full-time organization with paid staff and a large corps of volunteers.
● Financing expanded from pocket change to a budget of
almost $80,000/year.
● Mike Shaver is full-time office
coordinator & newsletter editor.

1993
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● 40 people attend first round of Dialogue Dinners. These groups were made up of
equal numbers of “orthodox” conservatives and “progressive” participants with the
goal of bringing people together to share differing views. (Many years later some of
these groups stayed in touch and continued meeting, while others disbanded.)

● Citizens Project has main article on "Celebrate Diversity!" in The Independent
newspaper and distributes about 15,000 Celebrate Diversity bumper stickers. The
news is covered or mentioned in The Independent and The Progressive magazine.

● Citizens Project’s bi-monthly newsletter Freedom Watch becomes a paid insert in
The Independent, increasing circulation from 7,000 to 40,000.

● Bill Huddy is named new director.
Members of Colorado Springs’ New Life Church. Photo
by Charlie Archambault, in U.S News and World Report,
October 23, 1995

1994
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● The “Culture War” continues. Several media outlets, including The Nation and
The New York Times call Colorado Springs its capital.

● Human Relations Commission –
Amy Divine, Bill Huddy, and Pat
Tolle met representatives of other
organizations concerned with
minority issues in Pikes Peak
region and initiate a letter and
phone campaign to Colorado
Springs City Council in support of
Human Relations Commission.
With over 500 postcards, phone
calls, and petition signatures
received by members of City
Council, they agree to continue for
the next 6 months. It was then
abolished. Citizens Project helped
support a nonprofit effort – the
Human Relations Coalition – to
continue some of the HRC’s
mission, which lasted a short time.
Fourteen years later, in 2010,
Citizens Project was instrumental
in pursuading the City Council to
reestablish the HRC.

June 21, 1995 Gazette Telegraph op ed by Richard
Skorman responding to a piece by Kevin Tebedo.
● Megan Day was hired and serves as Director
for six years.

● Citizens Project moves downtown to
31 East Platte.

● Associate Director Pat Tolle

1995
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● Citizens Project
sponsored a day-long “Get
Involved Workshop”
(January 1995) in
cooperation with the
Colorado Springs Minority
Coalition. The workshop
was devoted to
demystifying the political
process and encouraging
minorities to become
empowered by getting
involved. This workshop
led to many participants
getting involved in an
effort to re-establish a
human relations entity in
Colorado Springs
(became the Human
Relations Coalition).

● Citizens Project brings
Colorado Springs
residents together to
create symbol of colorful
& diverse community; the
Tree of Community at
Fine Arts Center's Gallery
of Tree & Light.

● Citizens Project spearheaded a regional coalition of more than 25 organizations
to oppose the misleading Parental Rights Amendment (Amendment 17) which
would have undermined child abuse laws and public schools. The Pikes Peak
Protect Our Children Coalition made over 2,000 calls, held a rally, distributed
thousands of fliers, and (most importantly) spoke with friends, family and
strangers about the problems that Amendment 17 would bring. It was defeated by
a 15% margin.

Amy Divine and Doug Triggs. Photo by Kent Miereis of the Denver
Post and reprinted in The Progressive magazine, September 1993.

● The Citizens Project Task Force on Science and Creationism announces its new
report Public School Controversy: Creationism in Science Classes. Contents of
this 30-page study includes a description of creationist beliefs, arguments against
creationism in science classes, important court cases, the recent Jefferson
County controversy, and resources for further study.

● Caucus workshop – Citizens Project co-sponsored the Caucus Workshop (March 1996) with the newly created human
relations entity, the Pikes Peak Human Relations Coalition. The NAACP and Ground Zero also co-sponsor the event.
● Controversy at Palmer High – The Palmer High student newspaper The Lever October 29 issue included a feature article on
gay and lesbian students at Palmer High. Not surprisingly, Colorado for Family Values President Will Perkins protested the
Palmer High article, and once again, Colorado Springs made headlines around the state as the center for controversy over gay
issues. Of the more than 50 people who spoke at the board of education meeting, which went past midnight, only five spoke in
opposition. Surprisingly, Will Perkins was a no-show. Citizens Project Board member Jody Alyn spoke in support of the right of
Palmer's newspaper to print the article, and Citizens Project urges the board to maintain the current policy which gives students
the greatest amount of freedom to decide what stories should appear in their newspaper.
● Successfully challenged a local charter school’s plans to teach creationism in the science curriculum and teach the Bible in a
manner insensitive to diverse religious beliefs.
● Continued to maintain a research library with files on over 500 issues, individuals, and organizations.
● Citizens Project was active in restructuring Pikes Peak Human Relations Coalition – to hold local government bodies
accountable for the human relations climate in the region.

1996
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● Citizens Project took a lead role in organizing opposition to an
ordinance proposed by Colorado for Family Values (CFV) that would
have overturned our city’s Zero Tolerance for Discrimination Resolution
and sanction discrimination against gays and lesbians. Citizens Project
Director, Megan Day served as a co-chair for Springs Together, the
coalition formed to oppose the ordinance. Springs Together hired a
campaign manager, raised significant funds, and mobilized broad
support from across the community well before the deadline for petition
signatures. CFV ultimately failed to gather enough signatures to qualify
for the ballot, however, they returned shortly after proposing an
amendment to the City Charter almost identical to Amendment 2.
Springs Together mobilized constituents to lobby City Council to reject
this proposal. In the end CFV failed to gain even a second on Council
to move forward with their proposal.

June 1, 1995 Gazette Telegraph op ed by Kevin Tebedo
of Colorado for Family Values.
● Rebuilt the Schools Network to advocate for civil liberties in public schools. Started by inviting former School
Committee members (a committee active three to four years ago) to join the network. In early 1997, Citizens Project
mobilized the first Schools Network members to write letters to District 11 school board members and attend school
board meetings in response to Colorado for Family Values’ (CFV) proposed Sexual Conduct Policy. Over 600
people attended one meeting to oppose CFV’s policy and their attacks on a school newspaper’s right to publish
articles about gay and lesbian teens. Organized 20 Schools Network members to apply for positions on District 20’s
newly formed Strategic Plan Task Force at a time when controversial changes were underway in the district. All 20
were appointed. (from 1997 Chinook Fund grant report)

1997
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● Amendment 17 - Private School Vouchers. Citizens Project established a coalition of 18 organizations who spoke out against Amendment 17 and
served as the Pikes Peak region’s branch of the state campaign against this initiative. We issued press releases, held gatherings to write letters to
the editor, established and fed information though an e-mail group, managed a speakers bureau which spoke before dozens of organizations, and
worked in coalition to phone bank and canvas neighborhoods. Colorado Springs, the same community that voted for Amendment 2 by a margin of 21, voted down the private school tax credit initiative by 6,447 votes.

● Citizens Project co-sponsored a presentation by Barry
Lynn, Executive Director of Americans United for Separation
of Church and State in Washington D.C. Citizens Project
arranged his appearance on KKTV, the local CBS affiliate,
and two radio talk shows. Lynn spoke out strongly against
Colorado’s private school tax credit initiative, Amendment 17.

● Citizens Project co-sponsored the
Community Conversation on Race, with
Citizens Project Director Megan Day serving
on the Steering Committee. Forty-five
Colorado Springs citizens agreed to
participate in a "pilot program" to experience
a series of discussions on race, race
relations, and diversity issues people
experience overtly and/or covertly every day
in our community. These four groups of
strangers met weekly for two hours, and
opened their ears, hearts, and eyes to
experiences centered around race. After
meeting five to six times, the pilot groups
reconvened as a whole on June 2 at
Colorado College to discuss their
experiences, and brainstorm next steps.

1998

February 20, 1993 Chuck Asay cartoon in the Colorado
Springs Gazette Telegraph.
● Held our first annual meeting for members to increase participation in
organizational planning. Citizens Project held its anniversary celebration
in late June, at which we recognized volunteers and the board and
updated the membership on programs and new developments. The
event was preceded by the first annual meeting of the Advisory Council
which the Board of Directors also attended.
● Supported Food for Thought, an outgrowth of
Citizens Project that we continue to publicize
and promote.
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● Civic Leadership Task Force — Citizens Project formed the Task Force in 1999 to ensure balance, accountability, and diversity on
public boards, commissions, and elected bodies by identifying opportunities for public service and recruiting diverse, moderate, qualified
community members to serve. Citizens Project published a monthly update on civic volunteer opportunities in the League of Women
Voters’ monthly newsletter, sent regular e-mail updates to a broad coalition of people, and recruited applicants by speaking at other
organizations’ meetings. To date we have presented civic volunteer opportunities at meetings of organizations such as the NAACP,
Hillside Neighborhood Association, Black Coalition of Concerned Citizens, and Trails and Open Space Coalition. The CLTF had a goal of
recruiting 10 applicants for city or county appointed positions in the first year. Nine applicants applied for positions as a result of CLTF’s
efforts. CLTF members personally asked more than 52 people to apply for specific positions.

● Greg Borom hired as part-time
Assistant Director

Pictured l. to r. Sharon Berthrong, Anne MacLaughlin,
Barb Ferrill Van Hoy

1999
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● Produced three radio spots highlighting the importance of
religious tolerance, funded by the Women’s Division United
Methodist Church that aired on several local radio stations.

● Opposed State Board of Education resolution encouraging
public schools to prominently post “In God We Trust” in
classrooms and hallways.

Pictured l. to r. David Dempsey , Kimberley Sherwood, Cat Scheibner,
Sharon Berthrong, Deb Muehleisen

2000
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● Citizens Project kicked off the new Student Organizing Program (SOP) by hiring four high
school student interns. The program seeks to mobilize local youth to effectively promote
and strengthen equity, quality, and diversity in their public schools.
● Citizens Project held a forum on religion in public schools with about 40 spiritual and educational leaders. Clergy
members, including leaders of the local Islamic, Buddhist, atheist, evangelical, and protestant communities, joined with
superintendents, principals, and educators for this lively exchange of ideas. The purpose of the forum was to develop
consensus on ways religious leaders and school officials could help foster a public school environment that upholds
religious freedoms and respects religious pluralism. After a follow-up meeting in April, the group decided to endorse and
promote a common document in order to help carry the positive outcomes of this civil discourse beyond forum participants
and enable clergy and educators to all work from the same principles while addressing religion in public schools.
● Citizens Project conducts survey of diversity on city and county
boards and commissions.“Inheritance for Committed Partners.”
● Activist Network followed several state bills including:
“Reporting of Traffic Stop Profiling,” “Income Tax Credits for
Education” (voucher-type initiative), “Prohibiting Discrimination
and Prejudice,” “Hate Crimes,” “Nondiscrimination Protection,”
and “Inheritance for Committed Partners.”
● Citizens Project holds first annual Day at
the Legislature, bringing citizens to the state
capitol to meet with legislators and learn
about the policy process.

Citizens Project contingent in the
2006 Gay Pride Parade

● Megan Day leaves Citizens Project after 6 years, Greg Borom
appointed Executive Director
● Hires 3rd staff – LeAnn Baca-Bartlett as Program Manager

2001
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● Citizens Project firmly opposes the April 18 resolution by the
El Paso County Commissioners to reinstate school prayer.

● Freedom Watch reported on: tracking hate crimes,
Supreme Court voucher update, English Only ballot
measure dismissed by Colorado Supreme Court, corporate
diversity agreement by Coors.

● Citizens Project hires Linda Kogan, its third staff person and
second Program Director.
May 5, 2002 letter to the editor by Greg Borom in the Gazette.

2002
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● Published first “Public Record; Guide to Elected Officials in the Pikes Peak Region” with Voters Network. This
free publication, distributed throughout the region, included photos, biographical information, election dates and
campaign contributors for Colorado Springs City Council members, El Paso County Commissioners, and State
Legislators from El Paso County. It was published for three years, partly with grants from The Independent’s
Community Fund and the Inasmuch Foundation.

● In response to a neo-Nazi record label literature drop in downtown Colorado Springs, Citizens Project
distributed an informational packet about the “hatecore” record label and met with business managers.

● Domestic Partner Health Benefits—Citizens Project mobilized a coalition of organizations
and individuals to preserve the City’s domestic partner benefits plan. Unfortunately, the
newly elected city council voted against the plan as their first new business item in April.
The slate of four pro-voucher, pro-privatization school board candidates backed by Steve
Schuck are elected to District 11 School Board, leading to continuous controversy and
ultimately a successful recall effort.

2003
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● Get Out the Vote—Citizens Project sent Voter
Mobilization Kits to over 1,000 supporters. Kits
included an absentee ballot application,
information on candidate forums and the candidate
survey, and information on paper ballots to ensure
votes would count.

Freedom Watch, June 1999

● Palmer High School Gay/Straight Alliance (GSA) – after the Gay/Straight Alliance was denied official status in 2003 on
the grounds of being a non-curricular club, Citizens Project formed a citizen-student committee that documented the
district’s policies regarding club diversity. In 2004 and 2005 it demonstrated that a proposed policy to exclude the Gay
Straight Alliance would also require many other clubs to be excluded for similar reasons. This supported the subsequent
ACLU lawsuit that ultimately resulted in the club being recognized and the new policy rescinded.

● Hires Barb Ferrill Van Hoy as first part-time Development Director.

● Citizens Project holds its first annual Creating Community
Breakfast to inspire and educate the community about CP’s work.

2004
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● CP moves from the Independence Building with The Independent to the old Smokebrush Theater building on Nevada and Vermijo. For the first time in its
history, Citizens Project begins publishing its physical address. The former secrecy was due to threats directed at Citizens Project staff and volunteers.
● Domestic Partner Health Benefits—Citizens Project continued its work to urge the City of Colorado Springs to adopt an employee health
benefit policy that does not discriminate against gay and lesbian city employees. The proposal failed.
● Citizens Project helped defeat a D11 School Board resolution to establish as a central goal of the school district, “…the definition, defense, maintenance
and nourishment of heterosexual, two-parent families…” and opposed a D-11 School Board proposal to establish an invocation at board meetings.
● Faith Voices for Tolerance — Citizens Project organized a panel that packed the City Council Chambers, featuring religious and non-faith
leaders to speak against the hateful message of Fred Phelps and talk about tolerance regardless of one’s beliefs.
● Election Reform VICTORY! —In 2005, letters from 26 Citizens Project Activist Network members helped sway State Senator Ed Jones to be the
swing vote for the Election Reform bill in committee. The bill passed into law and it expands voter rights, requires voter-verified paper records,
increases inspection of voting machines, and requires random audits.
● Citizens Project co-founds the Pikes Peak Equality Coalition with Planned Parenthood, The High Plains Unitarian Church, the NAACP,
Colorado Springs Gay and Lesbian Community Center, a local effort to mobilize people in support of a broad equal rights agenda and educate
voters of many advocacy groups.
● Citizens Project staff and
● Citizens Project’s Executive
activists lobbied the D-11
Director urged the D-11 School
School Board to oppose a
Board to reject a proposal to begin
change in sex education
school board meetings with an
curriculum that would have
invocation. That measure failed 3-3.
prohibited Planned
Parenthood from speaking at
● Citizens Project staff and
D-11 schools. The measure
activists lobbied state
was voted down 3-3.
legislators in support of the
Employment Nondiscrimination
● Rally for All Students March 2005 — Citizens Project was the lead organizer of a counterAct (ENDA) that would have
demonstration where over 1,000 people came to Acacia Park downtown to rally for in support of
made it illegal to discriminate
tolerance, diversity and equality in the response to a Fred Phelps (the “God Hates Fags” Westboro
against gays and lesbians in
Baptist Church leader) protest at Palmer High School.
employment in Colorado. It was
vetoed by Governor Owens.
● Diversity in Civic Participation—Citizens Project mobilized supporters to encourage City Council to
● Greg Borom leaves staff, Ellie Collinson
is hired as new Executive Director

2005

include GLBT, people with disabilities, and women on a proposed Diversity & Strategic Planning
Advisory Board. Although the council killed the plan amid the controversy, Citizens Project helped raise
awareness about the under-representation of diverse groups.
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● October - Co-sponsored Candidate Forum for State-wide candidates
(Sec. of State, Treasurer, Atty General.) with El Pomar. About 100
people attended.

● Sponsored forum on city ballot measures
200 & 201 Doug Bruce’s tax reduction and
bond limitation measures.

● Citizens Project creates the Divine Award to be
given annually to a person in the Pikes Peak
region who has worked tirelessly to create a
vibrant democracy in which equal rights are
protected and differences are respected. The
award simultaneously recognizes the
accomplishments of the recipient and honors the
legacy of Amy Divine, the founder of Citizens
Project Recipients include:
2006 - Mary Lou Makepeace

● Vote by Mail – part of state-wide c3 roundtable effort to do Vote
by Mail campaign (mail and phone calls.) Effort sent to over 50,000
state wide. Citizens Project’s entire list from Dem Project got a
VBM application with our name on one.

2007 - Dr. Jim White (Special Lifetime
Achievement Award to Jim Alice Scott)
2008 - Pam Jones & Juliet Draper (shared award)
2009 - Richard Skorman

● Equal Rights – Citizens Project organized a Rally for
All Families at America the Beautiful Park, with keynote
speaker Donna Red Wing, in support of referendum I, to
establish domestic partner benefits, and oppose
Amendment 23, that defined marriage as between one
man and one woman. Citizens Project also helped
organize campaign volunteers to support these efforts.

● Ellie Collinson leaves staff, Barb Van Hoy
becomes interim Executive Director, Christina
Student hired as Executive Director

2006
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2010 - John Weiss
2011 - Mary Ellen McNally
2012 - Rosemary Harris Lytle (Special Lifetime
Achievement Award to Sharon Berthrong and
Special Organization Award to Gay & Lesbian
Fund for Colorado)

● Erin Bennett hired as Colorado
College Public Interest Fellow

● On May 25, 2007, Governor Bill Ritter signed
Senate Bill 07-025, expanding Colorado’s
employment nondiscrimination protections to
include sexual orientation. Citizens Project’s Activist
Network lobbied in support of this legislation.

● Christina Student leaves staff, Barb Van Hoy
becomes Executive Director and Kristy Milligan
hired as Development Director

● Ben Ladsman hired as Colorado
College Public Interest Fellow
2007 forum on State Constitutional Reform

2007
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● Citizens Project’s Activist Network lobbied in support of SB-200, a nondiscrimination law protecting Coloradans from discrimination in public
accommodations on the basis of one’s race, color, disability, sex, sexual orientation (including transgender status), national origin/ ancestry, creed,
marital status, and retaliation. The Colorado General Assembly passed and Governor Bill Ritter signed into law.
● Citizens Project leads local efforts to raise awareness and opposition to Amendment 46, the so-called Colorado Civil Rights
Amendment. The deceptively written measure would ban nondiscrimination programs. Its text declared it would "prohibit discrimination or
preferential treatment based on race, sex, ethnicity, or national origin in public education, hiring and contracting", but it will actually ban
equal opportunity programs that seek to remedy existing disparities in access to public education, employment and government contracts.
● Citizens Project Executive Director Barb Van Hoy served on the Colorado Unity steering committee, the state wide coalition to defeat the
measure, and spoke at numerous local community meetings about the measure, including the Colorado Springs Diversity Forum.

● Citizens Project resurrects a “Plus One”
city health benefits proposal to offer all city
employees (regardless of marital status or
sexual orientation) the opportunity to add
one family member to the city’s health
insurance plan. After winning broad support
among the city council, the city’s devastating
budget cuts caused by the economic
downturn dooms the proposal.
2005 Gay Pride Parade Colorado Springs
● Citizens Project opposed legislative efforts to create strict guidelines for proof of citizenship to register and vote. Research
shows such measures suppress legitimate voting among vulnerable populations and are used as a strategy to reduce voter
participation by low income and minority voters.
● Sent ADL’s December Dilemma to all local school superintendents and principles of Middle
and High Schools.

2008
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● Citizens Project created a task force to research, draft
and advocate for a Plus One employee benefits policy
for our city government - including Memorial Hospital
and Colorado Springs Utilities - that allows every
employee to add one qualifying family member to their
health insurance plan. The proposal -- being put
together with the help of dozens of community
volunteers and supporters -- will reach out to even more
people than a standard domestic partner benefits plan
because it could include an adult child or a parent living
with the employee. Because the family would pay the full
premium, health insurance specialists have said such a
plan will likely not cost taxpayers a dime. Unfortunately,
in the wake of huge city budget cuts, including
defunding the city’s community centers and turning off
many street lights, the Plus One proposal died.

Pictured l. to r. Ben Landsman, Kathy Kreps, Sharon Berthrong.

2009
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● Citizens Project helped lead a successful resurrection of the Human Relations Commission. Citizens Project played a leadership role in a community
task force to re-establish the Colorado Springs’ Human Relations Commission. In June 2012 the Colorado Springs City Council approved our proposal
to resurrect this city-sanctioned, community board to protect and promote civil rights for all residents. More than 30 citizens submitted their applications
to be among the first nine members, who will create the infrastructure (bylaws & operating procedures) to achieve its mission.
● Citizens Project holds its first Citizens’ Religious Freedom Institute (CRFI)- a one-day seminar on how the First Amendment to the US
Constitution protects religious freedom in public schools. For teachers, students, parents, administrators, staff, school board members, and open
to the public, this interactive training presents relevant court decisions and practical tools for integrating and upholding best practices in the
classroom. This program has grown each year, and the 2012 CRFI hosted 50 educators, students and school board members, the vast majority of
whom received continuing education credit.
● Three Colorado Springs organizations spoke out after Focus on the Family revealed its plans to take over the annual "Day of Truth" event, a counter
to the "Day of Silence," which empowers lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) youth to bring attention to LGBT bullying and harassment in
their schools by making a one-day vow of silence. The "Day of Truth" event encourages students to speak up about God's design for sexuality. Citizens
Project, Inside/Out Youth Services and the Pikes Peak Gay & Lesbian Community Center expressed concern at the continuation of the event,
particularly in light of the recent rash of suicides and the potential impacts to the Colorado Springs community.
● Citizens Project learned that an alarming 78% of physical polling places in El
Paso County were in churches, more than double the rates in any other county in
Colorado. Armed with statistical information about the disenfranchising impacts of
church polling places on the democratic process, Citizens Project confronted the
County Clerk and has since worked with the elections department and other local
collaborators to diversify polling place locations.
● Citizens Project in 2010, 2011 and 2012 posted provocative slogans on
billboards, bus stops, online and in other outlets around Colorado Springs to raise
awareness about Citizens Project’s mission. In 2010, the campaign invited the
community to envision itself without Citizens Project through the following
messages: church equals state, create isolation, celebrate conformity and freedom
from expression. In 2011, the campaign stimulated conversation through four
questions: is tolerance the new intolerance? think civil rights are a black and white
issue? should hate speech be protected speech? and is the religious right right?
In 2012, the campaign featured Venn diagrams with citizens project in the middle
of the following ideas: sacred/scared, and freedom of/freedom from. It was made
possible by donations including work by HHR & Lunchbucket Creative.
● Barb Van Hoy leaves staff and Kristy Milligan promoted to Executive Director.
Greg Varner, Mary Lou Makepeace

2010

● Bailey Harris hired as Director of Development and Communications.
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● Kristy Milligan presented to the
Denver Mayor's GLBT Commission
about the state of lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender affairs in
the Pikes Peak region.

● In 2011, Citizens Project partnered with
25 diverse faith and secular organizations
to present a special 9/11 commemorative
screening of the film Rebirth, a
documentary about healing and rebuilding
after the tragic event. Other sponsors
included: Greenberg Center for Learning
and Tolerance, Fuller Theological
Seminary, New Life Church, High Plains
Unitarian Universalist Church, Temple
Shalom and others.

● Citizens Project was a founding
advisory member for the new Center
for Religious Diversity and Public Life
at UCCS.

● RoMa Johnson hired as
Development Director

Jan Martin speaking at Citizens Project’s
2011 Creating Community Breakfast.

2011
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● Citizens Project supported the work of the Safe @ School Coalition through organizational membership. We testified at two Colorado
Springs School District 11 board meetings in favor of an inclusive, enumerated anti-bullying policy, which passed 6-1 in June 2012.

● In 2011 and 2012, Citizens Project led and facilitated a strategic planning process for the Pikes Peak Equality Coalition, a group of
nonprofits dedicated to increasing opportunity and equality for all residents of the Pikes Peak region. Through this work, the Coalition
developed goals that resulted in 3,000 Get-Out-The-Vote Contacts in 2011 and fresh formats for our annual education forums.

● In March, Focus on the Family filed a deceptively-titled
“Religious Liberty Amendment” that would have allowed
discrimination that stemmed from “a sincerely held religious
belief.” Citizens Project was part of a statewide coalition of first
responders who challenged the measure at the title board,
effectively causing Focus to withdraw the measure.

● Citizens Project celebrates 20 years as a
powerful community institution safeguarding the
traditional values of our nation.

Kristy Milligan

2012
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Deborah Adams
Lyn Akers
Kathy Allen
Jody Alyn
Shelley Anckner
Sue Anderson
Laurel Ashburn
LeAnn Baca-Bartlett
Peg Bacon
Justine Bennet
Erin Bennett
Sharon Berthrong
Christine Bessera
Esther Beynon
Buck Blessing
Greg Borom
Bill Brown
Pastor Jesse Brown Jr.
Ken Burrows
Karole Campbell
Jerome Carter
Alex Chavarria
Ellie Collinson
Richard Conway
Vicki Copeland
Bruce Coriell
Jeffrey "JJ" Courtright
Aimee Cox
Kathy Crandall
Leah Davis Witherow
Megan Day
David Dempsey
Linda Dickson
Amy Divine, MBA
Marilyn Doenges
Tim Dorpinghaus
Connie Dudgeon
Margi Duncombe, PhD.

The Citizens of Citizens Project
Citizens Project has always been powered by a mix of dedicated volunteers and staff. Here are the names
of those who served on the Board of Directors, the Advisory Board, as staff and dedicated volunteers
throughout our 20 year history. It is impossible to include all the important volunteers, including writers for
Freedom Watch, interns, neighborhood group leaders, phone tree operators, and stamp-lickers, and we ask
forgiveness for the omissions.

Jody Alyn

Deborah Adams

Megan Day

Connie Dudgeon

Linda Dickson
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Sharon Friedman

Erin Hannan

Burl Kreps

Mary Ellen McNally

Mike Miles

Cindy O'Leary
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Paul W Durham
Susan Edmondson
Gene Finkelstein
Sharon Friedman
Rabbi Brian Glusman
Frances Gomeztagle
Gwen Hall
Erin Hannan
Marco Hernandez
Rev Robert Hewitt
Bill Huddy
Carolyn & Peet Heuberger
Dr. Kailash Jaitly
Dr. Carolyn Jefferson-Jenkins
Joe Jenkins
Gail Johnson
Shawna Rae Kemppainen
Linda Kogan
Burl Kreps
Ben Landsman
Mary Lane
Mark Lee
Pete Lee
Bruce Loeffler, PhD.
Steve Mack
Ann K MacLaughlin
Mary Mashburn
Mary Ellen McNally
Mike Miles
Kristy Milligan
Sara Miner
Marcy Morrison
Amanda Mountain
Deborah Muehleisen
Una Ng- Brasch
Cynthia Nimerichter
Cindy O'Leary
Kelley Parker

Beth Payne
Joanne Peterson
Pat Peterson
Dave Porter, DPhil.
Radha Pyati
Dorelle Raab-Peters
Barb Reichert
Dr. James Sauls
Catharine Scheibner
Ted Schwartz
Jim Alice Scott
Ellene Shapiro
Mike Shaver
Howard Sheldon
Kimberley Sherwood
Richard Skorman
Marvin Strait
Marie Sullivan
Cathy Swab
Julia Tanner
Sara Thomas
Douglas Triggs, JD
Barb Ferrill Van Hoy
Richard Van Scotter
Greg Varner
Dee Vazquez
Brinah Vincent
Ron Walden
June Waller
Greg Walta
Hank Watson
Marj Webster
MiRobin Webster
Altresa Williams
Denise (Billingsley) Wisdom-Thomas
Lynn Young
Stephanie Yukawa
Heather Zambrano

Dr. James Sauls

Dave Porter, DPhil.

Ted Schwartz

Richard Skorman

Kimberley Sherwood

Greg Walta

Marj Webster
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Pictured, clockwise from top left:
Kathryn Young, Kailash Jaitly, Richard
Skorman, Lorne Kramer, Radha Pyati,
Connie Dudgeon, Bailey Harris, Una
Ng, Mark Lee, Gail Johnson, Ron
Walden, Sharon Berthrong, Kristy
Milligan, Lynn Young, Steve Mack, Ron
Walden, Sara Miner, Bob Miner, Thom
McCullock, Cynthia Nimerichter, Joe
Jenkins Ellie Collinson, 3 volunteers,
Erin Bennett, Una Ng, Ron Walden,
Mary Ellen McNally, and Judith Casey.
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Pictured, clockwise from top left: Mary Lou Makepeace,
Ted Worcester, Deb Muehleisen, unnamed, Cat Scheibner,
Manitou Springs City Council Candidate Debate,
Ellie Collinson, Judy and Dick Noyes, and the 2006
demonstration at Palmer High School.

Editors: Barb Ferrill Van Hoy and Frances Gomeztagle.
Citizens Project sincerely thanks Alison Jones, Mark Lee, Travis Duncan, Colorado College, and the Citizens Project Collection, MSS0307, of the Pikes
Peak Library District’s special collections for helping make this book possible.
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